
 

Mechanical (C&W)/NGP Division 

Achievements during the FY 2022-23 (May, 2022) 

***** 

1. Modification of 9 kVA transformer for provision of 750 V 3 phase supply in IOH 

shed, Gondia 
        Fundamental principle- Provision of 750 V 3 phase AC supply, which was 

earlier unavailable in IOH shed, Gondia, is now made available by using a 9 
kVA transformer, used in LHB coaches. In a LHB non AC coach this 

transformer is used as a Step down transformer but in this arrangement it is 
used as a Step up transformer so that 750 V 3 phase supply is obtained at HT 

(High Tension) side and same can be fed in a coach where its HT circuit can be 
tested. 

Description-  
A. 01 no 9 kVA transformer is the primary device. 

B. 01 no male IV coupler head is attached to a 20 m long 16 mm , 2cross 
section, 3 core cable so that 750 V, 3 phase supply can be provided at both 

ends for both feeder circuit. 
C. 01 no pre cooling socket with 12 m long 3 core cable is provided at LT (Low 

tension) side so that 415 V 3 phase supply can be obtained avoiding loose 
connection. 

D. 01 no 3 pole 32 Amp MCB is provided at LT side so that single phasing of 
supply can be prevented reaching the transformer, which also conveniently 

acting as a switch. 
E. Arrangement is mounted on a trolley with wheels so that portability of 

transformer is attained. 
 

Benefits- 
i. With the aid of 750 V 3 phase supply the HT panel circuit of any non AC 

LHB coach (with load) and any AC LHB coach (without load) can be tested 
for failure and rectified. 

ii. For testing of HT panel circuit in IOH shed where currently 01 coach is   
     placed at a time this arrangement is very cost effective. 

 
Staff Involved: 

1) Jagdish Gudisee (ADEE/G & EEM/Nagpur) 

2) Anshukumar (ADME/C&W/G) 

3) Vibhor silewar (SSE/TL/Gondia) 

4) S.M.Manapure (Sr.Tech/TL/Gondia) 

5) Mohammad Alim (Tech –I/TL/Gondia) 
 

2. "67 T air bag nozzle protection cap" Air bag received without feeling nozzle cap, 

due to movement of Air bag or transportation, this nozzle always being hazard 
to damage cause over projected part of Air bag. Therefore we have locally made 

nozzle protection cap by hard Teflon material at coaching depot Gondia. This 
modification saves the equipment from damage & increase the life of nozzle. 

 
3.   Off-Line (class room) Refresher Course training was organized from 02.05.2022   

  to 07.05.2022 at  coaching depot Itwari & from 09.05.22 to 14.05.22 at  
  coaching depot Gondia wherein total 22 C&W staff has been given training.  

 

 



 

 

4.    Bushes grown around Pit Line & track have been cleaned by C&W staff at  
   Gondia. 

 
5. Water cooler with RO water purifier has been installed at NGRM-NIR for  

drinking water for visitors use. 
 

6. At NGRM/MIB, on the occasion of Museum Day on 18th may 2022, a Special 
Film show was organized for the visitors. A Film on rich heritage of Narrow 

Gauge Railway system was shown in the Auditorium. 
 

7. 20 No. hand held search lights with 2000 lumens has been procured &  
supplied in ART’s & C&W depots of the division. Due to light weight with 

higher illumination only one staff can carry this search light up to required 
location. Earlier the generator with LED lights was used for illumination at 

desired location which required around 4 staff. By provision of this 
manpower cost in tune of Rs. 3981 per day is being saved for each 

utilization.  
 

8.   Standard printed format of air pressure continuity as per Railway Board   
    guidelines has been provided to all sidings (KRPH, KPKD, MSPC, PMAM,   

    PJPB) & all C&W depots at ITR, G, DGG, NIR & CWA, previously air pressure  
    continuity was  given by hand written on plain paper. 

 9.      Earning of NFR by booking of lawn at MIB NGRM raised Rs. 54000/-.  

10.    Revalidation of BPC of 40 rakes have been done in the division. 

11.    During the month, 57 Long Haul Formation was done in the Division. 

12.    During the month, 03 Coaches was given IOH at IOH shed, Gondia.  

13.    There is no en-route wagon detachment during the month.  

14.    There is no case of train parting during the month. 

15.  During the month, amount of Rs. 448740/- has been realized against damage  

and deficiency charges from sidings. 

16.  There was no wagon rejection at major coal loading sidings DKU and SONR 

under the NGP division. 
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